Partnership

Cornerstone and
The Educe Group:
Plan. Launch. Learn. Thrive.

As a Cornerstone partner,
Educe Group helps
organizations at every
level better understand
and fully leverage
Cornerstone’s powerful
talent management
capabilities.

You’re planning to implement Cornerstone within the next year or two
but aren’t sure where to begin. Or you’re in the middle of implementation
and concerned about rollout and adoption. Perhaps you’re already a
Cornerstone client and your users need more training on getting the most
out of new features.
Cornerstone’s expertise is in creating one of the most powerful talent
management platforms in the world; ours is in helping Cornerstone clients
plan, launch, and optimize that platform.
Our consultants not only have combined decades of experience using
Cornerstone—they’ve also worked in the industries they support. Whether
you’re in healthcare, higher education, life sciences, or finance, our
consultants have first-hand experience in your industry’s unique talent
management challenges.
Educe Group and Cornerstone Together: Empowering Users and
Increasing the Strategic Power of Your Cornerstone Platform

Whether you’re new to Cornerstone or an experienced user, Educe Group’s goal is to help
you leverage your talent management platform even more powerfully—and strategically—
within your organization. This means helping you:
• PLAN: Save time and resources by laying key groundwork long before implementation
• LAUNCH: Efficiently deploy your Cornerstone platform with minimal disruption for
maximum positive impact
• LEARN: Engage and empower users with customized training and tools designed to
improve ROI
• THRIVE: Ensure continued alignment and optimization of Cornerstone, plan for growth,
and remove the burden of administrative work

Services
Plan

Learn

Our planning services ensure you can lay the
groundwork for a successful Cornerstone
implementation and rollout—the first time. We’ll
help you design a talent strategy specific to your
needs, from assessing your current environment
to clarifying business needs to developing and
executing a roadmap. We’ll work with you to
establish a governance structure to ensure ongoing
alignment with your goals and strategies, create
budgets and anticipate ongoing costs, and provide
guidance on any existing or new issues. We also offer
prototyping services to help you envision how your
system will work in real life (and gain early buy-in
from stakeholders!). This includes modeling critical
processes with samples of your own data, as well as
configuring the look and feel of the interface.

Our Learn services ensure Cornerstone’s
powerful capabilities aren’t being underused.
We’ll help you develop and implement
customized training strategies to engage
and empower your key personnel, help desk
teams, and end users. Our consultants can
also provide guidance and hands-on help
with content development and integration,
from helping you develop custom content to
converting existing content and more.

Launch
Our experience as a Cornerstone partner means we
have a best-practices approach to launching your
new platform—one that minimizes disruption and
maximizes positive impact. By working with your
timeline and resource constraints, we’ll help you
determine what’s most important to your organization
now and later. To ensure you’re up and running
with Cornerstone even faster, we’ll work with you to
optimize your processes ahead of rollout and help
you engage stakeholders and drive early adoption
with powerful change management strategies.

Thrive
If you’re already a Cornerstone client, our
Thrive services are critical to ensuring
your platform continues to be aligned and
optimized for your organization. From
improving user adoption (key to your ROI)
to helping with cloud management and
planning for expanding and outsourcing
administration, our consultants can help you
keep leveraging the full capabilities of your
Cornerstone platform.

About Educe Group
Educe Group is a consulting services firm that implements and manages the
technologies that enable an organization’s people to learn, collaborate, achieve, and
be rewarded in the workplace. From technology strategy and vendor selection, to
software implementation, managed solutions, and web-based content development,
Educe Group has earned a reputation for developing longstanding client
relationships based on candid advice and consistent delivery.

About Cornerstone OnDemand
Cornerstone is a global leader in cloud-based SaaS solutions that empower
companies to make smarter workforce development decisions at every phase of
the employee lifecycle. From recruiting to succession, Cornerstone’s unified talent
management suite enables stronger, more data-driven choices to help build more
impactful teams and address the needs of an evolving global workforce.

For more information,
please visit educegroup.com,
email info@educegroup.com,
or call 301.215.7370
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